ST1300  TOURER

ST1300
Widely considered to be the premier sports touring machine of the Australian continent, the swift and luxurious ST1300 commands respect like it commands the road.
Delivering a supreme combination of exhilarating performance, smoothly responsive control, and luxurious riding comfort, the ST1300 takes mountains and great
distances in stride, and the drudgery out of long hours on the highway. It’s stylish, aerodynamic bodywork elegantly integrates a copious carrying capacity, hauling two
and a full load with an easy strength and confidence that grows with each passing kilometre. The high powered 1,266cc, fuel injected V4 engine ensures that. With its
advanced aluminium twinspar frame, high-performance Super Sports suspension systems and innovative Combined Antilock brakes, the ST1300 delivers a breathtaking
sweep of free-ranging riding performance and comfort, wherever your travels take you.

AVERTO Security kit
08E55MCS801A

Stoplight harness
08E75MCS600

TOP BOX 45 Litre Red 2003 Model Only
08L55MCS851

Compact alarm unit with siren, immobilizer and movement
detector. Has to be combined with the Quartet Harness
08A30 MCS 801.

Connector cord between spoiler LED and unit power
supply source. A connector permits to remove the top
box from the carrier. Has to be be combined with top box
spoiler 08F64 MCS 8XX.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Red. Top box carrier and pillion
backrest pad included.

TOP BOX 45 Litre Silver 2003 Model Only
08L55MCS881

TOP BOX 45 Litre Blue 2004 Model Only
08L55MCS811

TOP BOX 45 Litre Red 2004 Model Only
08L55MCS831

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Silver. Top box carrier and
pillion backrest pad included.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier and pillion
backrest pad included. PB-255P pearl coronado blue.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier and pillion
backrest pad included. R-151C-U candy graceful red.
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TOP BOX 45L 2009 Model Only
08L55MCS821

TOP BOX 45L 2008-9 Model
08L55MCS871

TOP BOX 45L 2008 Model Only
08L55MCS861

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier, bracket, and
pillion backrest pad included. NH-A30M digital silver metallic.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier, bracket, and
pillion backrest pad included. R-101C candy glory red.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to
carry two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier,
bracket, and pillion backrest pad included. NH-124M-U
achilles black metallic.

TOP BOX 45L 2009 Model Only
08L55MCS891

TOP BOX 45L Graphite Black 2010 model only

Top Box Inner Bag Set
08L56MCS800

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier, bracket, and
pillion backrest pad included. NH-A64P pearl cosmic black.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier, bracket, and
pillion backrest pad included. NHB01 Graphite Black.

Top Box Inner Bag Set.

Top box spoiler
08F64MCS880

Top box spoiler 2004 Model Only
08F64MCS810

Top box spoiler 2004 Model Only
08F64MCS830

Elegant top box spoiler includes a LED high mount stop lamp.
PB-255P pearl coronado blue. Requires 08E75MCS600.

Elegant top box spoiler includes a LED high mount stop lamp.
PB-255P Pearl Coronado Blue. Requires 08E75MCS600.

Elegant top box spoiler includes a LED high mount stop lamp.
R-151C-U Candy Graceful Red. Requires 08E75MCS600.

Top box spoiler 2009 Model Only
08F64MCS820

Top box spoiler 2008 Model Only
08F64MCS860

Top box spoiler 2008-9 Model Only
08F64MCS870

Elegant top box spoiler includes a LED high mount stop lamp.
NH-A30M Digital silver metallic. Requires 08E75MCS600.

Elegant top box spoiler includes a LED high mount stop lamp.
NH-124M-U achilles black metallic. Requires 08E75MCS600.

Elegant top box spoiler includes a LED high mount stop lamp.
R-101C candy glory red. Requires 08E75MCS600.

2003 Model Only

08L55MCS861Z
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Top box spoiler 2009 Model Only
08F64MCS890

FRONT SPEAKERS
08A54MCS800

HEATED GRIPS
08T50MCS801

Elegant top box spoiler includes a LED high mount stop lamp.
NH-A64P pearl cosmic black. Requires 08E75MCS600.

Pair of waterproof speakers installed in LH&RH side dash area,
enclosure box for better sound quality. 10W output.

Heated grips with 4 heating positions LCD thermostat control
module integrates into LH fairing panel and provides variable
temperature control. Honda-engineered battery-protection circuit
helps prevent excessive battery-power drainage when grips are in
use. Has to be combined with the Quartet harness 08A30MCS801.

HARNESS (req for heated grips &/or Radio)
08A30MCS801

Pillion arm rest set
08U91MCS800

12V DC socket
08V70MCS800

Sub harness needed to be able to connect following
accessories: RDS radio and/or grip heater kit and/or
averto security harness and/or 12V DC socket.

A set of 2 black polyurethane armrests installed on the RH&LH
side of the top box lid for even more pillion comfort.

DC electrical socket provides power to operate additional
electronic equipment and mounts inconspicuously in the upper
right fairing compartment. Has to be combined with the quartet
harness 08A30 MCS 801.

Pannier scuff pad set
08P76MCS800

Pannier inner bags
08L56MCSA00

Pannier inner band set
08L45MCS800

A set of 2 (LH & RH) black polyurethane pannier scuff pads for
impeccable protection of the painted pannier lid front corners.
The scuff pads can be painted in the body colour.

Set of 2 strong fabric pannier shaped inner bags that protect
their contents while offering handy straps for carrying ease.
Each bag features an expandable fron pocket. 16 litre capacity
each. The 2 bags can be attached together and carried as one
by means of a adjustable shoulder strap.

A set of elastic bands to support and keep the luggage tight
and secure in either/both the pannier lid- and/or body side.
Kit includes 4 hooks for easy strapping and 1 centre buckle
to secure the luggage.

Mirror deflector set
08P72MCS800A

Fairing deflector set
08P73MCS800A

U-Lock 120/340
08M53KAZ800

Set of 4 (2 upper & 2 lower) Protects rider & pillion from the
elements, strongly diminishes riders & pillion body turbulence.
Black polyurethane. The mirror deflectors can be painted in
the body colour.

A set of 4 wind deflectors (2 left & 2 right) minimises rider and
pillion turbulence contains: LH&RH upper, mid & lower fairing
side deflectors. Black polyurethane. The deflectors can be
painted in the body colour.

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacleunder the seat.
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Knee pad set
08P59MCS800

Tank bag
08L56MCSB01

Chrome master cylinder cap
08F81MCK800G

Set of LH & RH soft polyurethane knee pads protects knee caps
from fairing body.

A large-capacity tank bag (28L) with multiple compartments for
more efficient carrying of riding essentials. Rain cover included.

Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

Body cover
08P34MCH000

Indoor cycle cover
08P34MCS800

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

Protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water resistant,
manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the vehicle
to dry covered. Rope to tighten the cover under part to avoid
fluttering which might damage the paintwork.

Protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water resistant,
manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the vehicle
to dry covered. Rope to tighten the cover under part to avoid
fluttering which might damage the paintwork.

Tank pad
08P61MCS800

Sub Harness
08A30MCS801

Protective film
08P73KBV800

A black polyurethane, rugged & padded tank protector helps to
protect the tank from scratches. Featuring A 3D “Honda” logo.

Sub harness needed to be able to connect following
accessories: grip heater kit and/or averto security harness
and/or 12V DC socket.

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches. Self adhesive,
may be cut to suit.
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GOLDWING GL1800
The ultimate in Touring is the GL1800 Goldwing and why not make it even more special by adding some Genuine Honda Accessories. With a huge range of optional
Genuine Accessories available for the Goldwing you will always find some way to make your bike different to the next one. Honda has a range of Genuine Parts and
Accessories to make your bike as unique and individual as you. Honda Genuine Parts & Accessories are available at authorised Honda dealers around Australia. Call
1800 241 173 for your nearest dealer or visit www.hondamotorcycles.com.au for a dealer locator.

CD PLAYER ATTACHMENT KIT
08A06MCAE01

CD PLAYER
08A06MCAF00

TRUNK INNER LAMP MIRROR
08E75MCA100G

Stay is a floating damper type.

E.S.P.S. (electronic skid protection system). 6 Disc direct
loading CD player. Located hidden under the trunk.

Must be combined with T.I.L. harness. Fits in trunk lid.
Injection-molded-ABS case conceals a vanity mirror and light.
Integrated design allows convenient mounting to inside of the
trunk-compartment lid. Requires Trunk Inner Light Harness
(08E75-MCA-100K).

TRUNK INNER LAMP
08E75MCA100H

TRUNK INNER LAMP HARNESS
08E75MCA100K

PILLION AUDIO CONTROL
08E96MCA100G

Must be combined with T.I.L. harness. Fits against trunk front
rim. Auxiliary trunk lighting provides extra illumination and is
mounted inside the lower trunk compartment. Requires Trunk
Inner Light Harness (08E75-MCA-100K).

Sub-wire harness assembly required to provide power to Trunk
Inner Light (08E75-MCA-100H) and/or Trunk Vanity Mirror with
Light (08E75-MCA-100G). Only one harness is required.

Fits under pillion armrest RH. Audio controller allows passenger
to communicate via the optional CB radio system and adjust
audio volume for a more enjoyable listening experience.
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CHROME REAR LOWER COWL
08F81MCA800F

CHROME GL ICON FR M/GUARD ORNAMENT
08F85MCA100

GOLD CYLINDER HEAD EMBLEM
08F85MCA100F

Made with high-quality chrome-plated stamped steel. chrome
rear lower cowl replaces stock painted cowl, yet its aerodynamic
design contours and integrates with original Goldwing style.

Chrome trim accents front mudguard with classic styling.
Included in kit is front fender emblem. Chrome front
fender ornament will not mount with chrome front
mudguard rail installed.

Gold plated cylinder head emblems replace standard
chrome emblems.

CYLINDER HEAD EMBLEM (TYPE1)
08F85MCA100G

CYLINDER HEAD EMBLEM (TYPE2)
08F85MCA100H

CYLINDER HEAD EMBLEM (TYPE3)
08F85MCA100J

Unique gold plated cylinder head cover emblems featuring new
Goldwing icon.

Unique gold plated cylinder head cover emblems featuring new
Goldwing icon and lettering in black.

Unique two-tone 1 gold plated cylinder head cover emblems
with new Goldwing icon in gold and black Honda lettering.

WOODY PANEL
08F86MCA100

CHROME PILLION STEP UNDER COVER
08F86MCA100G

ALUMINIUM LIKE METER PANEL
08F86MCA100K

Wood patterned injection moulded plastic instrument panel
accent offers luxurious styling.

Injection-molded ABS is chrome-plated and contoured to
accent the underside of the passenger floorboards.

Aluminium finish injection moulded plastic instrument panel
accent offers contemporary styling.

CHROME FR FENDER EX (NON ABS)
08P08MCA100

CHROME FR DISK COV (NON ABS)
08P54MCA100

GRIP HEATER w/Thermostat
08T50MCA802

Chrome plated injection moulded plastic extends rear of front
mudguard for added styling and function. Extends by 2cm.

Contoured chrome plated stamped steel provides
aerodynamically integrated brake disc protection and styling.

Heated grips with thermostat control module integrates into
fairing body and provides variable temperature control. Hondaengineered battery-protection circuit helps prevent excessive
battery-power drainage when grips are in use.
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REAR SPEAKER KIT
08A10MCA100

H/SET COILED CORD
08118KM10A01

HEAD SET (FULL FACE)
08B80MCA100

Face-guard-mounted microphone and improved speaker
configuration feature soft case construction with Bass-port
design to reduce noise interference and increase bass response.
5 pin connector adapts to all Honda MC audio systems.

Fits in pillion armrests. STD unit has no rear speakers. 15-watt
output weatherproof speakers integrate with the standard
audio system to offer premium sound quality.

HEAD SET(OPEN FACE)
08B82MCA100

CB ANTENNA (LONG)
08E96MCA100

Boom microphone and improved speaker configuration feature
soft case construction with Bass-port design to reduce noise
interference and increase bass response. Five-pin connector
adapts to all Honda motorcycle audio systems.

For Europe, antenna only.

REAR SPOILER (NH-1-Z)
08F64MCA110

REAR SPOILER (Y-130P)
08F64MCA1B0

SIDE AIR DEFLECTOR
08F62MCA100

REAR SPOILER (PB-304P)
08F64MCA130

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Blue PB-304P. Comes with high mount stop light.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Black NH-1Z. Comes with high mount stop light.

REAR SPOILER (PB-356M)
08F64MCA1J0

Trunk upper spoiler
08F64MCA8Q0C

Trunk upper spoiler
08F64MCA1U0C

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Blue PB-356M. Comes with high mount stop light.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. R303-M cabernet red metallic.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. NH-A27M Billet silver metallic.
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Trunk upper spoiler
08F64MCA1R0C

Trunk upper spoiler
08F64MCA1T0C

Trunk upper spoiler
08F64MCA1W0C

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to the
unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and styling.
Dark blue metallic B192M. Comes with high mount stop light.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to the
unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and styling.
Dark orange metallic YR275M. Comes with high mount stop light.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling, includes rear brake light. R-325M caliente red metallic.

TRUNK UPPER SPOILER
08F64MCA1X1C

Trunk upper spoiler
08F64MCA141C

Trunk upper spoiler
08F64MCA1Y1C

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to the
unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and styling,
includes rear brake light. NH-A45M pewter silver metallic.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to the
unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and styling,
includes rear brake light. B-191M columbia blue metallic.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to the
unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and styling,
includes rear brake light. R-287M bloodstone red metallic.

TRUNK SPOILER KIT (NH-1-Z)
08F65MCA110

TRUNK SPOILER KIT (Y-130P)
08F65MCA1B0

TRUNK SPOILER KIT (PB-304P)
08F65MCA130

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Blue PB-304P.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Black NH-1Z.

Rear Speaker
08A10MCA800A

12v DC DC electrical socket
08U55MCA101

Chrome swingarm pivot cover
08F68MCA100

Fits in pillion armrests. STD unit has no rear speakers. 15-watt
output weatherproof speakers integrate with the standard
audio system to offer premium sound quality. Compatible with
passenger armrests.

DC electrical socket provides power to operate additional
electronic equipment.

Chrome plated plastic with “Goldwing” logo, easy installation.
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Instrument Accent - Carbon type
08F86MCA100N

Chrome Heated Grips with GL logo
08T50MCA100A

Trunk handle
08U94MCA100

Provides variable temperature control. Battery protection circuit
helps prevent excessive battery power drainage. Chrome and
rubber design to enhance rider comfort. Chrome end caps
included. Comfort package required.

Injection molded and chrome plated plastic.
Featuring GoldWing logo.

Tall Windsheild with vent
08R80MCA100J

Pannier & trunk inner bag set
08L56MCA101

2.08 (53.5 mm) taller than the standard Gold Windshield.
Polycarbonate construction protects from nature’s elements.
Windshield includes cut out for fresh air vent. Requires
assembly from the unit standard windshield.

Approximately 150 litre capacity. Embroidrered Goldwing
logo, abraison resistant ballistic nylon, external buttoned
pocket and leather trim makes a perfect traveling.
Companion for those long hauls.

Inner pannier lid organizer
08L63MCA100A

Headset Coiled cord A
08118HT27A

Carbon-type Front Fender Ornament
08F85MCA100K

Fits A4 sheet. Embroidered “Goldwing” logo, fits left or right
pannier lid. Secured with double-face tape.

1/2 Cord Helmet side (female coupler).

Carbon trim accents the front fender. Front fender emblem
(08F85-MCA-100L) included. Will not mount with chrome front
fender rail installed.

Goldwing Owner’s Manual Folio
A1770MCAFOLIO

LED Fog Light Kit - Non Air Bag Model
08V31MCA100D

Fog Light Lens Protectors
08V31MCA100B

Features one inside and one outside pocket for service
documents, owner’s manual or 5” x 8” tablet. Also includes a
six-pocket card holder and pen loop with detachable.

Integrated LED lamps feature performance-inspired
styling, lower battery draw and longer life than traditional
halogen lamps. LEDs emit a brilliant white light for much
enhanced visibility.

Clear Plastic cover to protect fog lights.

Windsheild Cover w/ GL logo deflectors
08P38MCA100
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TRUNK SPOILER KIT (PB-356M)
08F65MCA1J0

SADDLEBAG SPOILER KIT (NH-1-Z)
08F66MCA110

SADDLEBAG SPOILER KIT (Y-130P)
08F66MCA1B0

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Blue PB-356M. Comes with high mount stop light.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Black NH-1Z.

SADDLEBAG SPOILER KIT (R-259P)
08F66MCA140

SADDLEBAG SPOILER KIT (PB-304P)
08F66MCA130

SADDLEBAG SPOILER KIT (PB-356M)
08F66MCA1J0

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Red R-259P.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Blue PB-304P.

Impact resistant ABS plastic construction. Colour matched to
the unit colour. Designed to integrate with the unit shape and
styling. Blue PB-356M. Comes with high mount stop light.

CHROME FRONT LOWER COWL
08F81MCA101

CHROME PILLION STEP COVER
08F86MCA100F

LOU.V.ER COVER
08F86MCA101H

Chrome plated finish, injection moulded ABS plastic Lower
Cowl adds style and function.

Chrome finished, injection moulded ABS plastic accents the
area above the passenger floorboard with style.

Chrome plated steel fairing accents install in minutes and
mount directly to the existing fairing body (set of 2).

CHROME GARNISH SCREEN
08F86MCA100J

SPOILER REAR ACCENT
08L42MCA100A

TRUNK RACK
08L42MCA100

Chrome plated finish, impact resistant ABS plastic windscreen
garnish adds style and function.

Spoiler rear accent,is a chrome plated plastic trim, adds style.

Cant be used with top box spoiler.
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TRAVEL NET
08L63MCA100

CHROME SIDE STAND
08M50MCA100

TRUNK MAT SET
08P11MCA100H

Hand polished and double nickle chrome plate.

Premium quality carpet material with patch type Goldwing logo
on mats. Custom shaped for the new Goldwing and feature
serged edge binding and a slip resistant backing.
Trunk carpet fits for old CD player kit 08A06 MCA 800.

SEAT COVER
08P32MCA100

BODY COVER
08P34MCA100

FRONT NOSE MASK SET
08P35MCA100

Constructed of weather-resistant synthetic material and
silkscreened with the Goldwing icon and logo, this cover protects
the seat from damp weather and the sun’s damaging U.V. rays.

Constructed of weather-resistant synthetic material, this cycle
cover features a moisture venting system as well as a soft
inner liner to prevent windshield scratching.

FRONT FENDER GUARD PIPE
08P50MCA100

SADDLEBAG GUARD PIPE
08P52MCA100

TRUNK GUARD PIPE
08P53MCA100

Chrome plated tubular steel contours to stylishy accent factory
front mudguard. Cannot be combined with the chrome front
mudguard ornament.

Smartly styled double-nickle chrome tubular steel rails protect
the paintwork on the saddlebags; corrosion resistant.

Smartly styled double-nickle chrome tubular steel rails protect
the paintwork on the trunk; corrosion resistant.

SCUFF COVER
08P56MCA100

CHROME SADDLEBAG MOULDING KIT
08P76MCA100

CHROME TRUNK MOULDING KIT
08P76MCA100F

Steel construction is plated with double-nickel and chrome for
corrosion resistance and quality finish. Contoured design offers
factory fit. Set of 2 (left and right sides).

Original factory fit, injection molded ABS plastic.
Chrome mouldings. Set of 4.

Original factory fit, injection molded ABS plastic.
Chrome mouldings. Set of 3.
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SADDLEBAG MOULDING KIT CARBON FINISH
08P76MCA100J

TRUNK MOULDING KIT CARBON FINISH
08P76MCA100K

LARGE SCREEN
08R80MCA100

At 53.5mm (2.08”) taller than the standard windshield, this
polycarbonate windshield offers additional wind protection
while maintaining Honda’s factory standards. WVTA cleared.

SCREEN DEFLECTORS
08R80MCA100F

LARGE SCREEN DEFLECTORS
08R80MCA100H

KIT SECURITY ATTACHMENT
08E55MCA800B

Alarm unit hidden under the CD changer in the trunk.
(ref. security system sheet for correct alarm unit partnumbers)
Applicable in combination with old CD player set
08A06 MCA 800.

FOG LIGHT KIT - NON AIR BAG MODEL
08V31MCA100

DELUXE INNER BAG
08L56MCA100

NYLON INNER BAG
08L56MCA100F

Approximately 150 litre capacity. Embroidrered Goldwing logo,
abraison resistant ballistic nylon, external buttoned pocket and
leather trim makes a perfect travelling companion for those
long hauls.

Averto alarm
08E55MCA800B

Pannier cooler
08L56MCA100E

Protective film
08P73KBV800

Alarm unit hidden under the CD changer in the trunk.
Applicable in combination with old CD player set
08A06 MCA 800.

15.5L, seam sealed liner, EVA Foam insulation, 600 Denier
coated polyester,”glow in the dark” soft touch zipper pulls,
detachable shoulder strap with pad, Honda Wing red logo.

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches. Self adhesive,
may be cut to suit. Prices shown are Honda suggested retail
prices only and includes GST, but does not include installation
and labour costs. Actual costs may vary as dealers set their
own prices. Please consult your local Honda Dealer.
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Passenger armrest extension
08R32MCA800

Chrome exhaust tip (bullet type)
08F53MCA100K

Chrome handlebar end set
08F69MCA100

Allows audio pass through and does not impede passenger
egress. Prices shown are Honda suggested retail prices only
and includes GST, but does not include installation and labour
costs. Actual costs may vary as dealers set their own prices.
Please consult your local Honda Dealer.

Chrome plated Die Cast Aluminum and steel construction; easy
installation. Prices shown are Honda suggested retail prices
only and includes GST, but does not include installation and
labour costs. Actual costs may vary as dealers set their own
prices. Please consult your local Honda Dealer.

Chrome plated steel. Prices shown are Honda suggested retail
prices only and includes GST, but does not include installation
and labour costs. Actual costs may vary as dealers set their
own prices. Please consult your local Honda Dealer.

Chrome exhaust tip (turn down type)
08F88MCA100

Chrome 3D GL icon fr m/guard ornament
08F85MCA100A

Chrome pillion floorboard cvr set
08F86MCA100F

“Turn down” type. Chrome plated steel designed to fit with the
unit muffler; easy installation (3 bolts).

Chrome 3D GL ornament accents front mudguard with classic
styling. Chrome front mudguard ornament will not mount with
Chrome front mudguard rail installed.

Chrome finished, injection moulded A.B.S plastic accents the
area above the passenger floorboard with style.

Fairing pouch
08L56MCA100A

Inner trunk lid organizer
08L63MCA100B

Inner trunk pouch
08L56MCA100C

Compression molded with “quick” release mounting
system,”Goldwing” Logo. Prices shown are Honda suggested
retail prices only and includes GST, but does not include
installation and labour costs. Actual costs may vary as dealers
set their own prices. Please consult your local Honda Dealer.

Attaches to the trunk lid. Co-fits with accessory mirror, has
3 compartments, secured with double-face tape.

Storage pouch/bag that fits along either the left or right inner wall
of the trunk. Is held in place with double-face tape. Prices shown
are Honda suggested retail prices only and includes GST, but does
not include installation and labour costs. Actual costs may vary as
dealers set their own prices. Please consult your local Honda Dealer.
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NT700
Honda’s sleek and stylish DeaU.V.ille debuted in the late 90’s as a new concept in midsized motorcycles designed to offer versatile commuting ease and convenience, and the
confident ability to quickly set out on a few enjoyable days of light touring A host of recent changes have resulted in the DeaU.V.ille NT700V, including bodywork that has been
designed to project a more modern look while also enhancing its range of riding comfort when used in longer-distance touring applications. From its new headlight, adjustable
windscreen and revised riding position, to its significant increase in its carrying capacity and Combined Disc Brake system, the latest DeaU.V.ille’s evolutionary changes expand its
versatility and comfort for a new generation of commuting and touring enjoyment. Improved engine performance was also one of the primary goals in the DeaU.V.ille’s
development. However, rather than merely boosting displacement in the most straightforward approach to stronger performance, the team set out to thoroughly revise its slim yet
powerful liquid-cooled V-twin engine with such radical changes as lighter new 4-valve heads and electronic fuel injection. The DeaU.V.ille’s new, freer breathing combustion
chambers and improved fuel delivery system combine to realise remarkably improved power output and performance. Like all the features of the new DeaU.V.ille, its assortment
of optional equipment including stereo, panniers, top box, fog lights and much more is intelligently conceived and sure to provide the utmost in riding satisfaction.

Digital amplifier
08A089H8000

Amplifier attachment kit
08B08MEW800

Averto alarm
08E55MEW800A

This system will allow the customer to plug an MP3 player,
discman or any other audio device, so he can enjoy his favorite
music. Has to be combined with the amplifier attachment kit
08B08 MEW 800 and the quartet harness 08A30 MEW 800.

Attachment kit to mount the digital amplifier to the unit
steering handle.

Compact alarm unit with siren with backup battery and
movement detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect
the battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by means
of connectors and pre-wiring. (included) Unscannable randomencrypted remote control radio signal.

Quartet harness
08A30MEW800

Speaker kit
08A54MEW800W

Undercowl
08F71MEW800

Sub harness needed to be able to connect following accessories:
Digital amplifier and/or grip heater kit and/or 12V DC socket and/
or RR fog lights. (check fog lamp applications below).

Pair of waterproof speakers installed in pre-wired LH & RH side
dash area. 7W RMS and 21W peak power.

Injection moulded in-colour black plastic undercowl for added
styling and function.
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LARGE PANNIER LID SET
08L52MEW810

LARGE PANNIER LID SET
08L52MEW820

LARGE PANNIER LID SET
08L52MEW860

Larger-volume painted pannier lids that further expand the
panniers’ carrying volume from 26.7 to 35.1 litres (right side)
and from 27.4 to 36.2 litres (left side), permitting the carrying
of objects the size of a full-face helmet and more. YR-264M
dusk beige metallic.

Larger-volume painted pannier lids that further expand the
panniers’ carrying volume from 26.7 to 35.1 litres (right side)
and from 27.4 to 36.2 litres (left side), permitting the carrying
of objects the size of a full-face helmet and more. NH-A65P
pearl concours black.

Larger-volume painted pannier lids that further expand the
panniers’ carrying volume from 26.7 to 35.1 litres (right side)
and from 27.4 to 36.2 litres (left side), permitting the carrying
of objects the size of a full-face helmet and more. R319M
bloom red metallic.

TOP BOX 45L
08L55MEW810

TOP BOX 45L
08L55MEW820

TOP BOX 45L
08L55MEW860

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier, bracket, and
pillion backrest pad included. YR-264M dusk beige metallic.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more. Top box carrier, bracket, and
pillion backrest pad included. NH-A65P pearl concours black.

A large-capacity 45-litre top box made large enough to carry
two full-face helmets and more.Top box carrier, bracket, and
pillion backrest pad included. R319M bloom red metallic.

Pannier inner bag set
08L56MEW800

Top box Inner bag
08L56MY5800

Top box Inner bag DELUXE finish
08L56MCWA00

Custom-made black fabric inner pannier bags with strong
carrying handles and zippered centre panels that permit
expansion to fit the larger sized lids.

Black nylon. Expands from 21 litre to 33 litre capacity. Handy
front pocket can store a A4 file. Silver Honda wing screen print
logo on front pocket. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and
carrying handle. Fits in both MY5 & MCW top box.

Light gray nylon. Black zippers. Expands from 21 litre to
33 litre capacity. Handy front pocket can store a A4 file.
Black embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket. Comes
with adjustable black shoulder belt and black carrying handle.
Fits in both MY5 & MCW top box.

Magnetic Tankbag
08L56KAZ800

Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

U-Lock 120/340
08M53KAZ800

Can contain an A4 size file (not A4 binder). Incl. rain cover.
Approx. 13L capacity.

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the top box carrier.
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Body cover
08P34MCH000

Top box cover
08P34MCW800B

Top box pad
08P60KRJ800A

Body cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water
resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the
vehicle to dry covered. Rope to tighten the cover under part to avoid
fluttering which might damage the paintwork. Two holes in front
lower area of the cover enables to introduce a genuine U-Lock.

A luxury 45 litre top box indoor cover with a classy design that
protects the top box unattached from the unit. Featuring the
“Honda” logo.

Additional pillion backrest pad on top box lower enhances
superior comfort.

Tank pad
08P61MCS800

Knuckle visor kit
08P70MEW800

Knee pad set
08P72MEW800

A black polyurethane, rugged & padded tank protector helps to
protect the tank from scratches. Featuring A 3D “Honda” logo.

Set of 2 black polymer knuckle visors that attach to the front
upper cowl to further improve wind protection.

Set of LH & RH soft polyurethane knee pads protects knee caps
from fairing body while offering an increased wind protection.

Grip heater kit
08T50MEWKIT

Double switch bracket kit
08V31MEW800A

Front fog light kit
08V31MEW801

Heated grips with 5 heating positions thermostat control
module provides variable temperature control. Hondaengineered battery-protection circuit helps prevent excessive
battery-power drainage when grips are in use. Has to be
combined with the Quartet Harness 08A30 MEW 800.

Bracket to apply the combination of FR & RR fog lights
switches on steering handle.

Nicely integrated and adjustable pair of H8, 35W fog lights.
To be combined with fog light controller. Single switch bracket
included. WVTA cleared.

Rear fog light kit
08V35MEW801

Fog light controller
08V38MEW800

12V DC socket requires 08A30-MEW-800
08V70MCS800

High bright LED 0,75A. To be combined with fog light controller.
Single switch bracket included. Has to be combined with the quartet
harness 08A30 MEW 800 only if not combined with FR fog light kit.

Fog light power supply regulator. Only 1 required for FR and/
or RR fog lights.

DC electrical socket provides power to operate additional
electronic equipment and mounts inconspicuously in the upper
right fairing compartment. Has to be combined with the quartet
harness 08A30 MEW 800.
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Honda bond A
087120001

Special heat resistant glue for heated grips.

